1998 yamaha r6

The Yamaha YZF-R6 is a Yamaha class sport bike [1] motorcycle, first introduced in , updated in
, , , , , and revised in the years in between. The YZF-R6 has been revised several times since its
introduction. Starting with the model, when the R6 became fuel-injected. The model year was a
significant upgrade with a new engine management system featuring the YCC-T ride by wire
throttle and a multi-plate slipper clutch. Chaz Davies helped Yamaha to win both the riders and
manufacturers title during the Supersport World Championship season. The bike also won the
supersport category at the North West Races. The updated R6 has improved aerodynamics with
styling inspired by the current R1 as well as its 43mm inverted front fork and front brakes, new
rear shock, a new aluminum fuel tank, magnesium subframe, ABS brakes, riding modes, and
traction control. The update comes with an OBD port. Unlike previous models, this R6 does not
have the same diagnostic mode option. In order to retrieve the diagnostic codes, you must
purchase an adapter that plugs into any OBD-II scanner. This is the only way other than going
to a dealer to erase the error codes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motorcycle Daily.
Retrieved Cycle World. Retrieved January 11, Sport Rider. October 31, Yamaha Motors.
Retrieved March 1, Japan: Yamaha. January Retrieved 19 April Motorcycle USA. Yamaha
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[1]. DOHC , valve , liquid-cooled , four-stroke , inline four-cylinder. XS Special XJ Diversion. YX
Radian. TDM MT Tracer. BT Bulldog. V Star XT E. XT R. There is something very satisfying about
riding a bike as analogue as the R6. If you want a cheap track hack, a cosmetically tatty carbed
R6 would fit the bill perfectly, while those wanting a budget supersport bike with a bit of spirit
should also give one a go. Light, rapid steering and hard to fault on the track â€” ultimately the
Yamaha YZF-R6's pegs will touch down but that takes some doing. As with a two-stroke you
need to be heavy on the revs and clutch at low rpm to get going. Hit rpm and the R6 wakes up,
driving strongly as long as you are hard on the gasbefore the next kick in power at 10,rpm
where it really takes off towards its 15,rpm redline. Plenty of major parts resist the rigors of rain
and salt well. Bolts, brackets and fasteners plus a handful of bigger components fur or rust up
far too easily. Check for heavy oil consumption and any form of gearbox fault. The Yamaha
YZF-R6's instruments are comprehensive for the era and include an extra trip meter triggered by
the fuel reserve. Above average underseat storgage, good headlights, passable mirrors. In
theory it should be able to cut it in the wet, but can it? Read what they have to say and what
they like and dislike about the bike below. Best features. Brakes where amazing to be honest,
very strong never any issues whatsoever. I could go maybe 2 hours at most then needing a
break due to the wrist pain. Probably more realistically Never really had any issues with it other
than battery and battery rectifier. Nice and lightweight too. Would I buy another? Serviced and
maintained myself everything pretty easy. I had a fz in my 20s and always wanted the logical
upgrade, then I got one, a r6, and man, what a world of difference, this thing is a beast, shift
around k and, if it had wings, you would be FLYING. Overall very average for a used cc.
Amazing motor but everything else is poor. Stunning looks. Prone to gear box and electrical
issues. No low range or mid range power. Feel like Rossi in a corner on this bad boy. Extreme
riding position. Weight is over handle bars. To most people they find this uncomfortable but I
prefer this riding position. What type of douce buys a sports bike and wants comfort? Go fast or
go home. Amazing motors these Yamaha engineers make. Firecracker top end that makes you
feel like you're in warp speed. No power at all under 7k rpm. Hit 8k this thing wakes up. Hit 12kk
you better be holding on because this thing is a rocket. I may have had a lemon but reliability on
these first generation Yamaha R6 are no good. I had massive electrical issues that I could never
get sorted out. Battery was never being charged. I replaced to a oem Yamaha battery, stator and
rectifier. Checked all connections and I continue to burn out electrical components. Mitsubishi
supplies the electrical components and that's all you should know about that. This electrical
system is no good. The R6 build quality is shabby, thin low quality fairing yes as standard. My
Verdict is the Honda CBR F3 98 model is comfier a tad slower but not much, makes every day
riding easy, if your wanting this R6 as an everyday bike go for it, I'm only 5ft6 and I didn't find it
cramped in any way. Infact this is more comfy to ride than a SRAD. Very quick for a
pre-injection ! Oh and lets face it the 5EB is the best looking pre cc supersports. The bike is
probably best when it is stationery. My bike was horribly unstable at speed and refused to hold
a line in corners. This was with new Pilot 2cts at the correct pressures. No doubt it would have
benefitted from a suspension fettle but I was so underwhelmed by the engine I decided to just

sell the bike. Definite powerband starting around 8. It's not just me that thinks this, check online
reviews elsewhere. I was very impressed with the build quality of this bike I have to say,
although the rectifier packed up. It has everything a sportbike needs and nothing more. Digital
dash is clear and well thought out. Buying experience: Bought privately for in red. Average
mileage but overall a very clean bike. My first big bike. Excellent choice. Handles well, deliveres
all the power when you need it. Pure fun. I was still on my restricted 33bhp licence when I
purchased this, and the acceleration was good, and overtaking was easy. However, once the
restrictor was off this thing turned into a missile! The acceleration is fantastic, and just keeps
going and sounds amazing. The seat and bars are comfortable enough for a few hours riding. I
keep looking at other bikes, but everytime I look at my R6 I can't think of anything better looking
in my price range that I'd rather have. Hey, I bought my 99 R6 in july and since then i cant get
enough, it was my first and the bike is bullet proof, all i can say is amazing! Complete bargain. I
Love this bike! The exhaust sound is amazing and it accelerates so hard it can easily keep up
with bigger more modern sports bikes so long as you keep up the revs. The R6 handles like a
dream and the brakes are good too. I simply cannot believe how much power is available above
10, rpms for a cc bike. I did level 3 and 4 with Keith Code at Mid-Ohio with my R6, and can't be
happier with the performance, especially for what I paid for it. It feels very light and steers
quickly and precisely. I passed my test 6weeks back,first bike is an R6 and i have to say i love it
with a passion, i was looking in the Honda direction as i was always a massive Honda car nut
but something about the R6 appealed and god am i glad i got it. Mine however has been
modified and i do have to be aware that im not on my moto-cross bike at times My first bike was
an R6, I fell in love when I got it and loved it for a number of years b4 selling her and buying an
'02 Honda f4i. Im not sure why I find the f4i has better handling but it just seems to be a
smoother ride. I wouldnt give the yami a bad review cause it was a great bike for the 3 years that
I had it! Its reliable and very comfortable. Small and girly i think too. Shesw very nippy and just
love the way it sounds. Great steering, easy handling Over all a fun ride. Bit nicer on the track
than on a dirt road though! Taking it off the track I'd recommend a new seat or you could wind
up with a very sore bum. I'm 5'6" tall and found the R6 quite comfortable. It feels like the fastest
out there although I haven't ridden the zx I think that the tank is fairly short so I don't get the
usual; back pain. I owned a gsxr k1 and it was awful. It didn't handle had no low down guts and
was like a torture rack for my back. Could have been the set up by previous owner that made
the handling and power so bad. Much faster and lighter than a pre zx6r and much more exciting
than a older cbr. The handling is excellent it feels light and flick-able. Mine has loads of low
down grunt. Not sure if the gearing front rear sprockets has been down geared. The gearbox is
terrible between 1st and second. If buying get a test ride and if it jumps out of second while
being revved go find another one to look at. Can bump about a bit over bumps around corners
but I've got used to it. Low speed turns ie u turns on mini roundabouts can find you banging
your thumbs against the side of the tank. Strengths: Power, light weight, handling. Weaknesses:
Gearbox between 1st and second can be iffy. Low speed tight turns need care. Passed my
Direct Access in Jumped straight on an R6 everyone said "It'll spit you off" but it can be the
most forgiving bike or a right bastard depends on your right wrist. Strengths: Reliable, Fast,
Comfortable. Weaknesses: Clunky gearbox. The R6 is utterley gorgeous, unlike the gixxers it
looks totally unique. When I bought the bike the handling was a bit nervous to say the least, I
think the previous owner had been 'fiddling'. However, a few adjustments to the suspension
thanks to an MCN supplement I had kept from a couple of years ago and it's now absolutely
spot-on well done MCN. So far I've had no major head shakes and don't consider a steering
damper necessary. Nothing else is required - just get on and ride it. Can't wait to take it round
Brands Indy circuit to properly compare the handling to my old NC Strengths: Looks,
performance, handling, the size it's tiny! Weaknesses: Low-speed handling but that's not what I
bought it for!! As a relatively new rider I had always fancied an R6, but decided to play it safe
and serve a years apprenticeship on a Hornet. Safe to say that I was overjoyed when I
purchased a mint condition R6 at the end of year one. With a few cosmetic mods the bike looks
the tits, however I made the classic decision of ignoring the reviewers comments, 'that this bike
was made for the track'. The R6 is scorching at high revs, however cornering on B roads is hard
work and you always seem to be between gears. I love the build quality, styling and top end
power, however I would have prefered more low revs power. If only Yamaha still manufacturered
a cc sports! Good looking too! Weaknesses: The only weaknesses of the R6 is low down grunt!
Whilst this is not a V-Twin, the power at low revs is virtually non-existent. Strengths: Brakes,
engine, hadling, build quality. Weaknesses: Clunkiness in the gearbox between first and
second. The best sports bike I have ridden so far, a true 'one on one' experience. The bike is
great, really fun above 10k rpm. Did trip to france miles in 5 days, not that uncomfortable and
had loads of fun. Don't like the head shakes. I have had bike since new and had micron fitted

and the sound is awesome, the metzler tyre has added a new demension to the bike bike soften
the dampening at the front one can corner with greater confidence and speed. Check out these
tyres you wont be disapointed. This is my first sports bike after riding a GPX for a few years and
all I can say is wow. The bike handles,moves and stops incredibly. Maybe I will think differently
after a couple of years but I really dont think I will feel the need for a litre sports bike. If you are
in the market for a an R6 will not disappoint. I am anxiously waiting for the arrival of the all new
model, because if it is as good as reports suggest then I will be at the front of the queue.
Quicker than zx6r cramped twitchy front end when accelerating hard. Drops into bends easily.
Lovely engine. Looks the bollocks. Wrists getting used to weight on them. Couldnt be arsed to
run it in any more than miles. Takes getting used to after zx6r. Love it to bits. Thought about
moving to an R1, test rode one for a day, but was glad to get on my R6. Bike is near as fast and
handles much better for me. Best bike I have ridden, better than an R1. This is my second R6.
The first was a 99 model which I had in the UK. The first time I rode it quick was to mallory and
found the light front and slight head shake a bit unsettling from my previuos 98 ZX6RG1. I also
found it difficult to steer slowly u turns etc particularly right compared to the Kwak however I've
never tired of it's looks. The light front and head shake is now an attraction and after a couple of
track days I now feel very confident with the whole set up. My new R6 has endured the crap
bumpy roads of Sydney commuting to work and will see it's first visit to Eastern Creek race
track in May. Love this bike, best sports bike I have owned. It is very easy to ride and lovely to
look at. Bike very quick to turn. Dropped the forks 10mm and changed standard suspension to
stop head shakes. I was not happy with the bike until I changed the suspension to the PB
settings mentioned in the R6 talk bike section. This transformed the bike. The bike is now much
more planted during hard acceleration and holds a sweet predictable line through corners If you
are running wide, it is not you bottling it, it's the bike, trust me! Love it. Build quality seems
good. Kills my wrists. Looks mean. Goes fast. Roll on summer ffs!!!!!!!!!! What can be said that
hasn't already, best bike I have ever bought. The only bad thing is it plays havoc with your
wrists. The R6 did seem less stable at high speed than the R1. If you're thinking of buying one
Mine will be missed! Great sports bike one up not for the steady rider need a rest after 40 miles
or so but great fun. The worst thing about my bike is the gearbox shifting from first to second
gear nearly rips my toes from my foot and the noise from doing so is like a bag of spanners in a
blender! This bike has been ok. I feel that corrosion is bad on footrests, brackets etc but that
may be due to me living in north Scotland. I love the look of it and the screaming banshee howl
when I ring its neck. The response is still awesome when the revs are high but I think I need
more low down grunt now so I may trade for an RSV or a Blade [ if Honda can sort the colour
scheme ]. Love the bike to bits, awesome. Came with the rubber around the left wingmirror
loose, as was the black plastic above the left ram air feed. At first service pointed these faults
out twice to Carnell and still they weren't fixed. Took them an hour to adjust the front
headlights. Passenger footpegs and end can already starting to corrode, despite regular
cleaning. The R6 is an excellent bike. Although I would consider myself a steady rider, the bike
has never given me any dodgy moments. The power is excellent above rpm and the steering is
quite quick, which I like. The weight is also a great advantage, only Kgs ish. Owners' rating 4.
Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 14 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty
term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions None. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Serviced and
maintained myself everything pretty easy. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5.
Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5 Amazing motors these Yamaha engineers make. Value
vs rivals 3 out of 5 Average Japanese parts price. Equipment 4 out of 5 It's a sports bike bro.
Equipment 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5 Definite
powerband starting around 8. Value vs rivals 3 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5 It has everything a
sportbike needs and nothing more. Engine 3 out of 5. Engine 4 out of 5. Try before you buy.
Medium Summary of owners' reviews. Displacement: Front wheel travel: mm 5. Dry weight:
Overall height: 1, mm Search for:. Yamaha R6 Specifications First Generation. General
Information. Chassis, Suspension, Brakes and Wheels. Download Service Manual. Additional
Features:. New for Ultra-sleek, R1-like tailsection reduces drag co-efficient for improved
aerodynamics and greater top speed. Exclusive LED taillights are used improving overall
appearance. Seldom need replacing. License plate and rear turn signal bracket provides easy
removal for competition use only. Lightweight forged pistons feature carburized connecting
rods for superb strength and reduced reciprocating mass. Carburetor and engine settings
deliver greater power output from idle all the way up to redline. Lightweight, aluminum clip-on
bars provide improved comfort and superior handling. Weight-reducing refinements have shed
approximately 5 pounds off this already superlight package. Ultra-compact, lightweight, cc,
DOHC, valve, liquid-cooled in-line four-cylinder engine puts out horsepower, which translates to
an incredible horsepower per liter! Specially designed, one-piece cylinder and crankcase

assembly provides superior engine rigidity and light weight. Engine is a fully stressed chassis
member to allow for a super-light frame design. Compact slant-block engine design uses
stacked gearbox shafts to create a low center of gravity and balanced weight distribution. Four
37mm Keihin CV downdraft carburetors ensure instant throttle response all the way up to
redline. TPS monitors throttle position and adjusts ignition timing to ensure maximum muscle
across the entire powerband. Patented electroplated cylinder bores mean greater heat
dissipation for consistent power delivery and reduced frictional power loss. Close-ratio 6-speed
transmission delivers seamless power and maximum acceleration. Compact, large-capacity,
cc-spec clutch ensures consistent, fade-free performance. Ram Air Induction System delivers
cool, high-pressure air for optimal combustion and greater horsepower at high speed. Hollow
side-driven camshafts with specially designed valve lifters and computer-perfected timing helps
create narrow engine width. Large-capacity cc-spec internal water pump and separate
liquid-cooled oil cooler ensures optimal engine cooling efficiency. Deltabox II aluminum chassis
features a class-shortest Extra-long mm , truss-type swingarm features forward-mounted pivot
point to provide superb handling. Fully adjustable preload, compression and rebound damping
43mm telescopic fron
mikes carburetor youtube
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aprilia rxv 550
t fork with 5. Fully adjustable preload, compression and rebound damping 40mm piggyback
rear shock with 5. Removable rear subframe. Dual mm front disc brakes with one-piece 4-piston
calipers and mm rear disc brake with dual-piston caliper provide outstanding stopping power.
Race-inspired fairing, streamlined mirrors and sleek body cowling with Ram Air duct between
headlights creates optimal aerodynamics for greater top speed. Narrow 4. Multi-function digital
and analog instrumentation with LED illumination features: digital speedometer, analog
tachometer, dual tripmeters with odometer, upward-counting fuel reserve meter, water temp
gauge and lights for neutral, high beam, low fuel and turn signals. Anti-theft wiring harness
provides easy-access for hassle-free alarm installation. Standard toolkit located in convenient
storage compartment under passenger seat. Newsletter Signup. Subscribe to our emailing list
and get notified of the top stories on the web. Subscribe to our mailing list.

